Effect of electric battery mass distribution on electric vehicle movement safety
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Abstract. In order to increase the stability and movement safety of electric vehicles (EV) under various operation conditions, the battery mass distribution on the EV floor and its load dynamics are concerned in this study. An EV dynamic model with the different battery mass distributions on the EV floor is established and investigated. The EV dynamic equations are then solved via the Simulink model built on Matlab software. The acceleration responses at centre of gravity of the EV and wheel dynamics are two objective functions for evaluating the EV movement safety. The research results show that the optimal position of the battery mass distribution on the EV floor and the ratio between the battery mass and the EV body mass should be reached with $x$ from 1.2 to 1.4 m and $\lambda \leq 0.6$, and the EV’s velocity should be from 20 to 35 m/s, therefore, the EV movement safety is remarkably improved.
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1. Introduction

In order to save energy and reduce environmental pollution, clean energies such as bio-fuels, electric batteries, etc. were researched and applied on the engine of vehicles to replace the increasingly exhausting fossil energy sources and environmental pollution [1, 2]. Particularly, the fuel cells or electric batteries were gradually studied and used on electric vehicles (EV) [3, 4]. The design and optimization of the power battery and torque converter of electric motors to increase the dynamic stability of the EV were also considered [5, 6]. The influence of the vibration of in-wheel motors on the wheel dynamic forces had been analyzed [4]. The results showed that the impact of the vertical force of in-wheel motors greatly affected the vibration stability of the EV. Therefore, the isolation between the axle of the wheel and the bearing of the rotor had been added to reduce the EV’s vibration and increase the EV’s stability [3, 7, 8]. To further improve the ride comfort and stability of the EV, the vibration isolation of the in-wheel motor and EV’s suspension system were then controlled [7, 9]. The results indicated that the ride comfort and movement safety of the EV were significantly improved. However, the EV mass with the battery mass distribution on the EV floor could also affect the EV vibration and movement safety when the EV travels with its high velocity. This issue has not yet been concerned in the existing studies.

With traditional vehicles, especially cars, the internal combustion engines (ICE) were mostly located in the front of vehicles, thus, the center of gravity of vehicles was also biased forward, so it affected significantly stability of vehicles when moving at high speed and the operation of the brake system [10-12]. The ICE is difficult to place in the middle or in the back of cars, due to the specific structure of cars. Therefore, the anti-lock brake system (ABS) had been used to increase the stability and movement safety of vehicles when traveling with the high velocity [13]. With the EV using electric batteries, the advantage of electric batteries compared to the ICE is the small weight and size, thus, the electric battery can be installed in the front, middle, or rear locations of the EV to improve the car’s space. However, the installation location of the electric battery can affect the dynamic load distribution of the wheels and vibration of the EV body which directly affects the EV’s stability and movement safety. Therefore, it should be studied.

This paper, the effect of the mass distribution of electric battery on the EV movement safety
is researched. A dynamic model of the EV with the various battery mass distributions on the EV floor is established to simulate the results. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the acceleration responses in the vertical and pitching motions of the EV and of the wheel dynamics are chosen as the objective functions. The excitations of the in-wheel motors and road surface roughness are used to simulate the results based on the numerical method and Matlab/ Simulink software.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Models of battery mass distribution and EV dynamics

Three types of battery mass distributions on the EV floor including the front mass distribution, mass distribution at the center, and rear mass distribution are modeled in Figs. 1(a-c), respectively. A nonlinear dynamic model of the EV with the in-wheel motors and random distribution of the battery mass is also assumed and established in Fig. 1(d) to analyze the effect of electric battery mass distribution on EV’s movement safety.

In Fig. 1 \( z, z_1, \) and \( z_2 \) are the vertical displacements of the EV body, front axle, and rear axle, respectively; \( \phi \) is the angular displacement of the EV body; \( m, m_{1,2}, \) and \( m_{m1,2} \) are the masses of the batteries and EV body, front and rear axles; and the in-wheel motors, respectively; \( \{k_{1,2}, k_{m1,2}, \) and \( k_{w1,2}\} \) and \( \{c_{1,2}, c_{m1,2}, \) and \( c_{w1,2}\} \) are stiffness and damping coefficients of the EV suspension systems; isolation of in-wheel motors, and wheels, respectively; \( q_{1,2}\) is excitations of the road surface; \( l \) is the VE length, \( x \) is the distance from the centre of gravity of the battery mass distribution and the EV body to the front axle which should be explored in this study.

Based on the EV dynamic model in Fig. 1, and by applying Newton’s second law of motion, the motion equations of the EV can be represented in the matrix form as follows:

\[
M \ddot{Z} + C \dot{Z} + KZ = F_{m}(t) + F_{q}(t),
\]

(1)

where \( M, C, \) and \( K \) are respectively the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the EV; \( \ddot{Z}, \dot{Z} \) and \( Z \) are the vectors of the acceleration, velocity, and displacement; and \( F_{m}(t) \) and \( F_{q}(t) \) are the force vectors of the vibration excitations of the in-wheel motors and road surfaces.
Both the excitation forces of $F_m(t)$ and $F_q(t)$ of the in-wheel motor and road surface roughness are in calculated in Section 2.2.

2.2. Excitation vibrations

In the traveling condition of the EV, there are two main vibration excitations including the in-wheel motors and road surface roughness at the wheel contacts. To analyze the influence of the battery mass distributions on the EV movement safety, two types of excitation road are applied and described as follows:

The excitation of the in-wheel motor: The nonlinear dynamic model of the in-wheel motor driving of the EV was researched and applied [3, 4]. Based on the model, the excitation forces of bearing moved in the journal of the in-wheel motor were determined by two main excitations in the x- and z-directions and defined as follows:

$$ F_m^x = \sum_{i=1}^{N} F_m^x \cos \omega_i t, \quad F_m^z = \sum_{i=1}^{N} F_m^z \sin \omega_i t. $$

(2)

However, this research mainly analyzes the vertical vibration of the EV model, therefore, the excitation forces in the in-wheel motors are only considered by the vertical excitation forces of in-wheel motors, and they are rewritten by:

$$ F_m(t) = F_m^z = m_r e \omega^2 \sin \omega t = m_r e v/r (v/2\pi r) t, $$

(3)

where $m_r$ is the total mass of the motor rotor, rim, and wheel (kg); $e$ is the eccentricity of the wheel or rotor (m); $\omega$ is the angular velocity of the wheel or rotor (rad/s); $r$ is the wheel radius (m); and $v$ is the EV moving velocity (m/s). The excitation force of the in-wheel motor at the EV speed at $v = 20$ m/s is then simulated and plotted in Fig. 2(a).

The excitation of the road surface roughness: To establish the random road surface, the white noise speed spectrum represented with a realization of a random process via its frequency spectrum density (FSD) is applied to describe the random road in the time domain. Its equation can be expressed as follows [14]:

$$ \dot{q}(t) + \gamma v^2 q(t) = \gamma \sqrt{S(n_0)} \nu w(t), $$

(4)

where $\gamma$ is the spatial frequency of the road surface; $w(t)$ is the random signal of the white noise; $S(n_0)$ is the road roughness power spectrum density (PSD) chosen in Ref. [14].

Based on Ref. [14], the PSD of road surface roughness of levels B at $v = 20$ m/s of the EV is also chosen to simulate the excitation of the road surface roughness. The high roughness of the road with the simulation time of 30 s is shown in Fig. 2(b).

3. Simulations and discussions

When the EV traveling with the high velocities, both the body vibrations and wheel’s impact forces on the road surface can be increased following the EV velocity. Thus, to improve the EV
movement safety, the influence of electric battery mass distribution on EV’s movement safety is researched. To simulate and evaluate the results, the RMS acceleration responses of the EV floor and wheels are chosen as objective functions [14, 15]. Their equation is described by:

\[
RMS_l = \sqrt{T^{-1} \int_0^T \{A_l(t)\}^2 dt},
\]

where \(l\) is defined as the motion of the vertical EV, pitch EV, vertical front axle, and vertical rear axle, respectively; \(A_l(t)\) is defined as the acceleration and force responses in the \(l\) with the simulation time of \(T\).

Based on Matlab/Simulink software and the vehicle parameters in Ref. [16], the EV dynamic model with random battery mass distribution on the EV floor in Fig. 1(d) and its vibration excitations in Figs. 2(a-b) are applied to simulate under a EV’s speed \(v_0 = 20 \text{ m.s}^{-1}\).

With three cases of the front mass distribution (\(x = 0.6 \text{ m}\)), mass distribution at center (\(x = 1.4 \text{ m}\)), and rear mass distribution (\(x = 2.2 \text{ m}\)) of the battery mass on the EV floor, the acceleration results are shown in Fig. 3. Observing Fig. 3(a-b), it can see that the vertical acceleration on the EV floor is insignificantly affected while the pitching acceleration angle of the EV floor is strongly affected by the battery mass distribution. The pitch acceleration is the minimum with \(x = 1.4 \text{ m}\) and maximum with \(x = 2.2 \text{ m}\).

A range of the EV’s velocity from 5 to 50 m/s is also simulated to evaluate three cases of the battery mass distribution. The RMS results of the acceleration and force responses of the EV floor and wheels are plotted in Fig. 4(a-b). Observing Fig. 4(a), the battery mass distribution insignificantly affects the vertical EV floor acceleration under three cases of \(x\). However, its vertical RMS values are the minimum under the EV’s velocity from 20 to 35 m/s. With the pitch RMS results in the same Fig. 4(a), its RMS value is affected not only by the EV’s velocity but also by the battery mass distribution. The pitch RMS value is increased following the increase of the EV’s velocity, and pitch RMS value is the minimum in the case of \(x = 1.4 \text{ m}\) (the battery mass distribution at center of the EV floor). Thus, it can be included that the EV vibration stability is good with the case of \(x = 1.4 \text{ m}\) and EV’s velocity of 20 to 35 m/s.

Observing Fig. 4(b), the EV’s velocity greatly affects the RMS force responses at the front and rear wheels in all three cases of \(x = 0.6, 1.4, \text{ and } 2.2 \text{ m}\). The RMS value of dynamic force at
wheels is small at \( v = 5 \) to 25 m/s and it is quickly increased with increasing the EV’s velocity from 30 to 50 m/s. Therefore, the EV movement safety is reduced when the EV traveling with its high speed from 30 to 50 m/s.

The different distribution of the battery mass \( x = \{0.6, 0.8, ..., 2.2 \text{ m}\} \) on the EV floor is also simulated to reach the optimal position of \( x \). The simulation results are shown in Figs. 5(a-b). Fig. 5(a) shows that the vertical RMS value is not affected by the battery mass distribution on the EV floor, but the pitch RMS value is strongly affected. The pitch RMS value is the minimum in a range of \( x \) from 1.2 to 1.4 m. Besides, the vertical RMS value of the wheel dynamic responses with \( x \) from 0.6 to 1.4 m is significantly small, and it is quickly increased with \( x \) from 1.5 m to the end, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Therefore, with \( x \) from 1.2 to 1.4 m, it can remarkably improve the VE movement safety.

A ratio between the battery mass \((m_b)\) and the EV body mass \( \lambda = m_b/m = \{0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2\} \) under \( x = \{0.6, 0.8, ..., 2.2 \text{ m}\} \) are also surveyed. The results in Figs. 6(a-b) are shown that the vertical RMS value is not affected by the ratio of \( \lambda \) while the pitch RMS value is significantly by \( \lambda \), the pitch RMS value is increased with increasing the ratio of \( \lambda \) and vice versa. The results are similar for the vertical RMS force responses at the wheels, as shown in Figs. 6(c-d). The RMS value of the acceleration and force responses are also the minimum at \( x \) from 1.2 to 1.4 m. Consequently, the ratio of \( \lambda \) should be bellow 0.6 to improve the EV movement safety.
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**Fig. 5.** Effect of the battery mass distribution with the various \( x \) values on the EV floor

**Fig. 6.** Effect of the ratio between the battery mass and EV body mass under the various \( x \) values

### 4. Conclusions

Based on the research results of the effect of the battery mass distributions on the EV floor via the numerical simulation under various operation conditions, it can be concluded as follows:

1) The battery mass distribution not affects on the vertical acceleration of the EV floor, but it strongly influences the pitch acceleration of the EV floor.

2) The optimal position of the battery mass distribution is reached with \( x \) from 1.2 to 1.4 m on the EV floor and \( \lambda \leq 0.6 \). It means that the EV movement safety is obviously improved at a range of \( x \), especially when the EV travels at the velocity from 20 to 35 m/s (72 to 126 km/h).
3) The research results can be applied to optimize the battery mass and its mass distribution on the EV floor to enhance the vehicle ride comfort apart from improving the EV movement safety. Additionally, the optimal position of the battery mass set-up with its minimum vibration can reduce the vibration and impact between the batteries, therefore, the batteries’ durability can be significantly improved.
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